Transform your space. If you can visualize it, your design concept can be executed to your most discriminating specifications. Envision the ultimate, wall surfacing visual imagery with limitless scale and infinite colors for your design concept. Abstract artistic visuals, graphic design images, murals, corporate, brand identity and wayfinding are just a few of the environments that Arc-Com Digital Solutions® can custom tailor to your most demanding project requirements.

Our wall surfaces design studio is available to assist designers with sourcing print-ready images based upon their conceptual references for walls that will inspire and motivate, soothe and calm, or stimulate and excite. Whatever your inspiration and ultimate environment is that you wish to create, our goal is to provide a solution to your digital wall surfacing design needs.

Transform a plain unadorned wall into an exciting space that captures attention, creates depth, draws you into the space and defies the imagination.

Concept Credits: “The Night Before” Theme concept by Arc-Com Digital Solutions® Studio
Arc-Com Digital Solutions® can help you successfully transform any setting into a striking environment: hospitality, restaurants, lounges and nightclubs, healthcare and healing environments, corporate, financial institutions, theaters, auditoriums, schools and education, conference facilities, public spaces, airports and transportation terminals, retail shops and showrooms are all appropriate venues.

Provide your print ready digital files, original artwork or concept, or select from a myriad of stock visual images from a variety of art sources. There is no need to engrave print rollers to produce digital printed wall surfaces.

Concept Credits: “Jazz Band” Theme concept by Arc-Com Digital Solutions® Studio
All Children’s Hospital - Tampa, FL

All Children’s Hospital chose Arc-Com Digital Solutions® to provide and execute their exclusive art images into digitally printed wallsurfaces for their extensive hospital renovation and new building expansion. Their design team wanted to create a soothing environment that was kid friendly and non-threatening, by incorporating exclusively created art images inspired by the local habitat and talent. Soft water scenes, marine life, cowboys, animals, fish and a soothing and inviting pine forest were among the images chosen that children can identify with. An outstanding example of this creative potential was an exciting wall treatment, “Kid’s Art Collage”, created by incorporating the images of children’s hand drawn art. Our design team worked closely with the artists, the graphic designer and the hospital team to deliver high quality images, protected with a high performance coating to satisfy the design and facility requirements.

Photo Credits: “Water Scene” - Project: All Children’s Hospital  Project Designer: Storr Office Environments, Tampa, FL  Digital Image Artist: © JEAN BLACKBURN
Photo Credits: “Cowboys”  Project: All Children’s Hospital  Project Designer: Storr Office Environments, Tampa, FL  Digital Image Artist: © CARLTON WARD

Photo Credits: “Pine Forrest”  Project: All Children’s Hospital  Project Designer: Storr Office Environments, Tampa, FL  Digital Image Artist: © JEAN BLACKBURN
High resolution digital image printing provides for endless design applications and environments. Striking graphic images, one of a kind design statements, to bold photo murals that depict the aura of the environment and excite the senses are all possible with Arc-Com Digital Solutions®.
Limitless dramatic scale, size, design repeat, as well as an infinite number of colors are all possible. A variety of substrates are available from Type II vinyl to eco-friendly PVC-Free alternative.
Digital Solutions® provides the decorative wall surfacing design capability to transform your visual design concept into reality. Our wall surfaces design studio is available to assist you in sourcing images for your digital printed design needs. Transform a space into a striking environment that captures attention, creates depth, and defies the imagination.

Features & Benefits:

- High resolution digital image printing for endless design applications and environments
- Applications limited only to the imagination: Healthcare, Hospitality, Office, Corporate, Financial Institutions, Education, Conference Facilities, Public Space, Airports and Transportation, Restaurants, Lounges and Food Services, Theaters and Auditoriums, Retail/Store Planning, Retail Showrooms, Logos, Wayfinding
- Create a unique one of a kind design statement: image, graphic, mural, artwork, logo, brand identity
- Limitless dramatic scale, size, design repeat, with an infinite number of colors
- Interpret your artwork or print ready digital image design files
- Accessibility to source and obtain stock visual images from a variety of art sources
- Choice of wall surfacing substrates from Type II Vinyl to eco-friendly PVC-Free materials
- Light texture (Beach) enhances the image
- Performance characteristics include options for abrasion resistant and stain resistant top coat finishes as an added custom feature
- Contact your Arc-Com account executive or go to arc-com.com/digital to explore your exciting Digital Solutions® experience